CHESTER & SOUTH CLWYD
CAMRA DIARY
For the latest events, please visit the branch web site https://casc.camra.org.uk/
Thu 15 Mar;

Branch meeting Cornerhouse, Chester, 8 pm

Thu 19 Apr;

Branch meeting & AGM at Cross Keys, Chester, 8 pm

Sat 12 May;

3 Choirs & 3 Taverns Festival. Minibus from Mill hotel 11 am

Thu 17 May;

Branch meeting at the Griffin, Gresford, 8 pm

@CAMRACaSC

As well as Chester and its environs, this Branch covers an area stretching from Childer
Thornton on the Wirral to Tushingham in the South.
Branch Contacts: (phone numbers, are 01244– unless otherwise noted)
Chair: Brian Vardy
373298
chairman@camracasc.org.uk
38 Contact: Eileen Willshaw 07713 946622 contact@camracasc.org.uk
Membership: Gareth Roberts
membership@camracasc.org.uk
Web editor: Gareth Roberts
webmaster@camracasc.org.uk

A Few Good Reasons For Going to a Chester Pub
During the months when evenings are dark and cold it is all too easy to stay indoors. The
winter season may now be giving way to spring but many are still reluctant to leave home.
However, there are very good offers available, which are aimed at tempting drinkers to
abandon their armchairs and go out to the pub. We have started near Chester station and
have listed a few special offers we know about. Apologies if we have missed any.
Starting from the station, one of the nearest pubs is the Deva Tap, Brook Street. Along with
a good selection of real ales, on Wednesdays they have a Burger Offer. For about £10,
depending on your choice, you can have a burger, including vegetarian, chips and a pint
of their own real ale. On a Thursday, they offer 2 for the price of 1 Pizzas, which makes
them about £5 each.
Further along Brook Street is the
Olde Cottage, which being a traditional
pub, does not offer food. However, there
you will find four excellent real ales at £3.20
a pint, less a 30p CAMRA discount. Here
there are special offers all week in which if
you buy a certain amount of beer you get a
pint free. Why not try the pub games
including bagatelle while you’re there.
Along City Road, away from the station
you will find the Cellar.
This bar has wide selection of real ales and
gives a CAMRA Discount except weekends. On Mondays, there’s a “Cask Aid” offer, when
the price of all real ales is reduced by £1 a pint. On Sundays there are free bacon butties
to eat while reading newspapers and enjoying a pint as well as other complimentary dishes
on TV footy nights.

Just off City Road, down steps by the canal, in the Steam Mill, is
Artichoke (pictured). This has a good selection of four cask ales,
always from local breweries. On Mondays from 5.00 there is an offer
of 2 for the price of 1 Pizzas. Lots of good reports about the food here
generally, especially Sunday Lunch.
Further along by the end of City Road is the Cornerhouse. This also
serves for high quality casks on hand pump. A 10% CAMRA discount
is available and some imaginative food is offered. The cheese or meat
boards, served with crackers, fresh bread, local artisan pickles and
chutneys, may sound expensive at £15, but are designed to share.
Zapping across town to Northgate Street, you’ll find the Shropshire
Arms, which has discounted cask on Friday and Sunday. Close to this
is the Coach House which has different offers each month. In March cask will be £2.50 a
pint on Sundays from 5.00pm. Check their blog or board outside for more information.
If you venture down Garden Lane from Northgate Street you will find the micro-pub
Goat & Munch serving a choice of four ales and two ciders. No food but they are quite
happy for you to bring in a takeaway from the nearby fast food outlets. Closed on Mondays
before “Moshpit Tuesday” with beer discounted by 50p to £1 a pint.
Finally, a short walk away you will find Telford’s Warehouse, where a good selection of
drinks can be found. A CAMRA discount is available on Mondays and free entry with card
on certain live music nights. Good food is available, the Sunday lunches, including
vegetarian are recommended.
The special offers listed here are in Chester but if you look you will find that many other
places are also trying to encourage you to visit the pub.
PLEASE NOTE. We have done our best to get this information correct and have probably
omitted some good offers. Do let us know. All offers are current at the time of writing and we
have done our best to check that they apply in March and April. We also recommend you
check pub details in WhatPub.com for opening times etc and confirm with a phone call.
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Out In the Green Pastures
To Kelsall in early December. Locals are seen skipping gaily down the street with a smile on
their lips and a song in their heart. News has just broken that the keys to the large eyesore
in the centre of the village - aka the Lord Binning - have officially been handed over to the
well-received pub chain Brunning & Price. The pub is to undergo a major internal refit
before emerging like a butterfly from a chrysalis in May under its previous name, the
Morris Dancer. Just in time for the annual jollities at the Kelsall Folk Festival too.
OK. This all sounds a bit sycophantic to B&P whose other establishments across the
Cheshire plains and over the Welsh border most of us will be familiar with. Some might
grumble at their prices but, few can seriously contest that they do an exemplary job across
the board - service, food, decor, gardens and not least ale. Who else could honestly be
expected to take on such a big site and grounds whilst retaining the pub? Brilliant news.
A smart new shop has opened at Weetwood Brewery at their base on Common Lane near
Kelsall. With bespoke reclaimed wooden bar, visitors can buy their products in bottles,
gift-packs, mini-kegs and what not plus other merchandise. Wouldn’t mind a T-shirt actually.
Brewery tours are also now taking place. For the price of £20 you’ll receive a sandwich
buffet, plenty of beer (would hope so!) as well as a branded Weetwood tankard. Planned
future tours (branch Social Secretary take note) include 22 March from 7 pm to 9:30 pm.
Give them a ring on 01829 752377 or e-mail sales@weetwoodales.co.uk for more details of
both shop opening hours and the tours. Forget about the latter if you’re under 19!
40 Out on A540 Parkgate Road, not far from the busy Two Mills junction, is the Yacht Inn at
Woodbank. Until recently part of the Greene King Hungry Horse chain, it has now been sold
to the Italian restaurant chain Pesto who have a few other outlets in Cheshire including the
Cabbage Hall near Little Budworth. The good news is they generally appear to support local
cask so it will be interesting to do a spot of beer / food pairing. Weetwood with a bruschetta
al pomodoro?
As a footnote, regular OIC correspondent Brian Rimmer reflects on the Yacht. “It used to be
a two roomed roadside pub selling Greenalls Mild & Bitter via electric dispense and was
noted for its "butties" even from the early 70s when I first used to go there. The bar was
frequented by the local farmers and it was pleasant to listen to their yarns. Later on into the
90s the pub had a refurb and became open-plan. However the Greenalls Original plus the
occasional guest became rather noteworthy. I'm afraid it all went downhill since it became a
HH establishment and I never returned.”
Over at Great Barrow landlady
Paula Richards, who has signed
a fifteen year lease on the
White Horse, is excited about an
on-going facelift and refurb.
The “bashing, breaking, fixing and
painting” will be completed for a
scheduled re-opening on March 5th
when we can all look forward to
seeing the new toilets!
Following this there will be a fourth
anniversary party on the 10th.
Still supporting local cask ales,
there will be an extended gin range
plus rum, whisky and bourbon
selection. Quality grub and bar
nibbles are also planned! We’ll be
there soon that’s for sure!

Festivals of beer
Really annoyed some of us still haven’t found a cure for our masochistic fixation of travelling
across the country to watch crushingly disappointing Chester FC performances.
If there was such a panacea we could have foregone an expensive trip to Maidenhead and
instead attended Carriages’ Beer Festival at Gatesheath near Tattenhall. This free entry
January event was run in conjunction with their New Russia Hall neighbours, Bridgewater
Brewing, who are both microbrewer and beer parts supplier. It featured a variety of beers cask, craft keg and bottled - brewed by Bridgwater Brewing and two of their invited guest
brewers, Buckland and Uncanny Valley. These included a prune stout and Red Hot Chilli
Porters (“a traditional porter with serious chilli heat”). There were also two short brewery
tours. There is a glimmer of hope for us absentees. Talk is repeat festivals will take place
regularly in the future ... hopefully when the cursed footy season’s over and done with.
Open those diaries as the 2018 dates are out for Spitting Feathers’
popular BrewBarn sessions held at Common Farm near Waverton.
March 24. April 21, May 19, June 23, September 8, October 13 and
November 10.
Starting at 2 pm and finishing around
6 pm, for £25 you get an afternoon
of beer, food and music. Help
yourself to as much as you want.
No need for cash as your entry fee
gets you everything (bar taxi rides home and takeouts!).
The annual beer festival takes place on July 21.
Also, well in advance, the Grosvenor Arms at Aldford
is planning a beer festival on weekend of June 22-24
with at least 20 real ales and six ciders.
Music, food and free entry will feature.
See Page 46 for more detail.

19-21 City Road,Chester

4-8 City Road Chester
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Behind Bars: Chester News & What Not:
Structural problems brought a sudden January closure to the Lock Vaults in Boughton.
Apparently the pub was part of a transfer from Punch Taverns in August 2017 to Star Pubs
with the former still responsible for the site until March. No doubt there be a dispute about
who will foots the bill for necessary repairs. Let’s hope they get some new lettering for the
signage which currently reads “o k Va ts”.
Well, knock me down with a feather. As widely predicted, summer talk from a Chester Races
spokesperson of “no immediate plans” for the Watergate Inn has proved to be mere
obfuscation. A planning application is in from the omnipotent company which will see the
inconveniently located pub demolished to make way for a pedestrianised Watergate Square
featuring a canopy-covered approach to the County Stand. Don’t want the aspirationally
dressed punters getting wet do we?
Another (hopefully less permanent) closure to report is that of the Commercial tucked away
in St Peter’s Churchyard behind Chester Cross. Grade II listed and owned by the
neighbouring gentlemen-only Chester City Club, this Georgian edifice was given a
much-hyped boutique hotel makeover in 2010 and opened by a host of celebrities who we
vaguely recognised but couldn’t have named if they were in a quiz picture round. Alas recent
straitened times have culminated in a winding up of the business but surely there’s future
viability to this place. Personally it just seemed too much emphasis was placed on night life,
boisterous Chester race goers and courtyard parties. During afternoon hours or quiet mid42 week evenings, it never particularly felt like a place you’d want to pop in for a casual drink or
somewhere shoppers or tourists could call in for a bite too eat. Couldn’t its next incarnation
aim for a more harmonious mix of clientele? By all means cater for late night revellers but
let’s also somehow see a return in its snugger rooms to a more traditional atmosphere and
decor with a few creature comforts thrown in. Or am I just getting old?

For the Grace of God
Well not actually a PubCo, Greene King would be described as a brewery with a very large
estate (over 3000 establishments in total) though the pubs are managed in a separate
division.
GK have recently agreed a sale of the popular Grace Arms, Ellesmere Port to Lane End
Developments for a sum believed to be around £600,000. The developer intends to
demolish the pub and build a small estate of 42 apartments on the site which will be leased
to Magenta Living who describe themselves as providers of affordable homes. There is a
planning application before the local council, who have recently placed an Asset of
Community Value on the pub following a vigorous campaign by locals.
The Grace dates back to the 1930s and was built on land gifted by the Grace family. It has
seen several remakes over the years and now trades as a Flaming Grill establishment. Not
profitably enough apparently.
Staff at the pub had not been told that the pub was being sold, and when locals were invited
to a presentation by the developer, it only then became apparent the pub was set for
demolition. A fine piece of employee relations practice.
It is astonishing that yet more housing development is being planned for Ellesmere Port, this
time at the expense of one of the few remaining social amenities left in the town.
Soon Ellesmere Port will be one large housing estate, with nowhere for residents to meet to
socialise.
Look at the GK website; towards the bottom there is a large banner which promotes GK as
“Committed to the communities we serve”. Griper is sure that a word has been missed out.
“Committed to shafting the communities we serve”. Empty words as PubCos continue to
push for profit.
The Griper

Seeing a Ghost (Ship)
Readers might remember the saga of the Ship Victory. Situated in the Gorse Stacks area
of Chester, successive demolitions of housing left the pub in a somewhat isolated position,
finally being surrounded by tarmac. Nevertheless it thrived as a quirky, some might say
seedy back street local (but without the streets) and gained a reputation as the little pub
with the big heart, due to its community appeal and in no small part to the large amounts of
money raised for charity by landlord Joe Gildea.
When the pub closed suddenly on a New Years Eve a few years back, the local CAMRA
branch sought to save it for future use by nominating it as an Asset of Community Value.
During the process it emerged that the owner was Cheshire West & Chester council, and
guess who would be ruling on the ACV? A better example of a conflict of interest situation
would be hard to imagine.
Predictably the ACV was refused, and an appeal by the branch for an impartial examination
of the decision was accepted by the council … except the appeal was conducted by
someone who was clearly not impartial, and the ACV duly failed. In due course, the pub was
demolished as part of the construction of the new bus
station but not before artists’ impressions of this fine
structure could be seen including the Ship Victory in the
background.
Now the bus station is complete, one can admire its large
frontage with almost thirty metres of open space between
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the doors and the road. If just half of this had been taken
up by re-siting the whole structure fifteen metres nearer to
the canal basin, the Ship Victory could have been saved.
How galling then when branch glitterati received invitations
to witness the unveiling of a plaque celebrating the pub; this plaque carries wording “the little
pub with the big heart” and “one of Chester’s best loved pubs”. Not loved enough, apparently.
Griper declined his invitation to the plaque unveiling ceremony and was tempted to offer a
suggestion of an alternative location where the plaque could be placed.
The Griper

Ellesmere Port et Environs
The new incarnation of the former Thomas Telford opened in November. Blackpool-based
Amber Taverns have renamed the former Wetherspoons the WIlliam Jessop after the civil
engineer who helped design the Ellesmere Canal (hence the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct on the
pub sign). Large and open plan it has raised tables and stools and partitioned banquette
seating around the perimeter. An obvious feature are TV screens - so many in fact that it
also most feels like you’re in Orwell’s dystopian 1984 albeit with Big Brother’s features
replaced by a SKY Sports presenter. There are some interesting framed local prints on the
walls, excellent spacious well-lit darts facilities and rear outdoor smoking area. Alternating
coloured LED strip lighting lures you to the bar where you'll find national cask ales typically
from Marston’s. Seeing as it’s the only pub in the town centre, let’s hope it does well.
The Sir Robert in Great Sutton closed at the start of the year and now has a “For Lease”
sign outside. In the Port, like everywhere else, estate pubs, despite thousands of potential
customers within walking distance, are suffering terribly - a victim of deeply penetrating social change. You fear for their future. This local was once a busy two roomed affair with up
to four casks, including Higson's Bitter (the Higgies lamp remains by the front door) and
even made it into the “Try Also” section of the Good Beer Guide way back.
It’s an evener bleaker prospect at the Sutton (née Marquis) on Gleneagles Road. Here, after
an initial application had drawn masses of objections and was withdrawn, a fresh one has
now been submitted for demolition of the closed public house and replacement with one-bed
44 bungalows apartments. It’s dead in the water.

Ped-Ale-Eurs in the Port Hinterlands
A pleasant break from the tortures of the immediate post-Christmas Day period was an
invigorating, mud-splattering ride dodging heavy showers exploring the northern fringes of
our patch. Taking Sutrans route 56 via Mollington and Capenhurst, we first had a nosey at
the Cheshire Yeoman but didn’t really fancy a ubiquitous Doombar at this stage so returned
down Badger’s Rake Lane to eventually emerge from the Wirral Way by the Hooton,
a deserted pub but a tolerable half of Wychwood Hobgoblin.
From here it was a short ride to the cask ale mini-Mecca of Childer Thornton. We didn’t
linger over the usual Thwaites range and
seasonals at the always cosy White Lion as
we were curious as to what might be on at
the neighbouring Halfway House now it’s tie
to Marston’s has been freed up. The answer
was an impressive two Weetwood beers,
Ossett Pale and Heavy Industry Diawl Bach.
Bloody good they were too as was the
Splendid cavachon dog that did a great
dance begging for our pork scratchings.
Down the A41 to the welcoming White
Swan, Great Sutton for Robinson’s “festive
copper ale” before, fed up with car spray,
taking a convoluted route of Drives, Ways
and Closes to get to the Old Wirral Hundred. This modern Marston’s estate pub named after an old administrative area threw
us into a moral quandary; should we try the
7.4% Owd Roger or not? Sod it. It was
Christmas. What a fabulous rich, strong
tasty ale! So nice we had another, called it
quits and got the train home from the
conveniently close Capenhurst station.

StrawFreeChester campaign calls for
Cheshire pubs to drop plastic straws
A scientist from Chester is calling on the region’s pubs to stop
using environmentally-damaging plastic drinking straws.
Dr Christian Dunn launched the #StrawFreeChester
campaign last year to make Chester the first UK city to drop
single-use plastic straws and become ‘straw-free’.
Now the environmental scientist is asking pubs in the city and
across Cheshire to support the project.
“All we want is for pubs not to give out single-use plastic drinking
straws automatically and to consider moving over to fully compostable
or biodegradable straws,” said Dr Dunn, a lecturer at Bangor University.
“Everyone is becoming aware of the amount of plastics we’re throwing away every day and
the damage plastic waste is causing to our environment, especially to our seas and oceans.
“By not using a plastic straw, straight away you’re cutting down on some of that waste
– it may only be a very small step but it’s a start.”
Dr Dunn stresses some people need straws, those with dexterity issues and with small
children, so he is simply calling for all plastic straws to be a ‘request-only’ item.
Eventually he would like any straws in use to be compostable or biodegradable.
“Plastic waste is an environmental disaster and we’ve got a real opportunity here to make
Chester the first city in the UK to go ‘straw-free’.”
“There are other campaigns trying to do the same thing, and some of them on a much larger
scale, such as #TheLastStraw, which are all fantastic but we want to really give this a real
sense of the local community coming together to achieve something.
“ #StrawFreeChester is just the start, along with the local Friends of the Earth group
we’re working on a Zero Waste Chester project, and with Surfers Against Sewage on their
Plastic-free Coastlines initiative.
“It would be fantastic if pubs across
Cheshire could get on board as well,
and all ditch plastic straws.”
“After all, we’ve got some of the country’s
best pubs and beers in Cheshire, so why not
the best environmental policies too?”
added Dr Dunn.
Out Inn Cheshire applauds this initiative
and will publicise in these pages and
through social media on @editorcamra
every pub in Cheshire which adopts this
responsible policy.
Tell us about your pub’s
straw-free initiative
and get some free
publicity for doing a
good thing.
More information at
www.strawfreechester.org
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Pub Poetry - an occasional series
The Rose and Crown, Knutsford
A candlelit dark in the day,
The narrow light kneaded on King Street,
And the stained glass stuttering to say
Rose and Crown.
The bright coals in the front wall fire,
Are twice in the shadows found
Under the black beams weight,
And underground has grown
That long carved 1697 date.
The roots of The Rose,
Reach back and draw in the dark,
Send out the leaded windows
And leaf the timber lines,
For the tower, loosed like vines.
(The Pub Poet)

Attention licensees and brewers!
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We are constantly amazed how few of you have a website, Facebook page or Twitter feed
(or if you have; how out-of date it is).
You are incredibly busy; we know that - but in the constant struggle for more customers,
you must keep advertising your wares.
Every one of you will have different circumstances, but we want to help.
Tell us your news and your new beers.
We will link to web-sites from our own.
We will re-Tweet your messages to all our followers.
We will publish material and photographs in this magazine.
Help us to help you. Together, we can promote your business. And it’s free.

My Favourite Pub in a Text Message:
A series that’s a great wheeze at getting
other people to write in Out Inn Cheshire
about pubs, other than just our usual
correspondents ...
No. 44 ,Tony Collard on the Carlton
Tavern, Handbridge.
“d Carlton iz a genuine welcoming pub
w 2 spacious rooms of contrasting
@mosFER.
Run by Gordon & Debbie, it hosts darts &
pool teams & iz populR 4 itz tues OpN mic
nights & reg live music evnts . A relaxed
drinking-up tym gives chaNc 2 savour
d weL kept range of Hydes beers &
catch ^ on d local gossip. LckE 2 hav it
so near 2 me!”
Anyone else want t have a go?

We are delighted to announce that the

Grosvenor Arms
Aldford
will be holding a Beer Festival
with gin, fizz and music
for a second year
to coincide with the the village fete
on June 22, 23 & 24, 2018

Everything starts on Friday night at 5 pm
and we plan to finish on Sunday evening
Over 20 real ales, ciders, hog roast,
children’s games and a festival atmosphere
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